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Abstract 

Speaker recognition is a biometric sensory system which uses human voice 

for recognition process. Due to the secure and significant use of such 

systems, Performance improvement is crucial factor (e.g.  including voice 

based banking, access control, crime investigation purpose etc.).  Authors of 

this manuscript have proposed a Speaker Recognition System (SRS) 

framework for developing speaker recognition system. Proposed framework 

has mainly six phases named as speech acquisition phase, features extraction 

phase, speaker modeling phase, pattern matching phase, decision phase and 

performance evaluation phase. The proposed framework is implemented by 

using prosodic features. The major reason behind using prosodic features for 

speaker identification is that these features improve system performance and 

consistency. The prosodic features are robust against noise and channel 

effect. Training and testing databases have been created using enrolled 

speaker‟s voice. Experiments are performed on the created voice databases of 

male and female utterances. The obtained outcomes indicate performance 

improvement archived of the recognition rate of features extracted using 

Prosodic, ranging from 95.74% to 94.61%. 

Keywords : Speaker recognition, framework for speaker recognition, 

speech signal, prosodic feature, pattern recognition. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Speaker recognition technology is use for recognizing individuals‟ using 

their voice. There are many feature extraction techniques are available to 

extract speech specific features and these features used for creating speaker 

models which are used for authentication or recognizing individuals. Even 

though trivial progresses has been made in last few decades, still a challenge 

need solution i. e. improvement need a solution for speaker recognition that 

efficient to use  in noisy and unconstrained situations i.e. still need to develop 

a system which give accurate results [1,2].  

Over the past few decades significant contribution made in the field of 

Speaker Recognition System (SRS), still work in progress and improvement 

needed in different phases such as to overcome from channel mismatch 

problem, feature extraction technique, robustness, performance improvement 

and many more. In this paper author proposed a framework for speaker 

recognition using speech prosodic features. Many studies show that using 

prosodic speech features performance of SRS system improved [1] [3].  

Due to physical differences occurs in voice production system such as larynx 

sizes, vocal tract shape etc. no one have identical voice. Also every speaker 

having his/her speaking style containing specific phonation pattern, 

vocabulary selection, rhythm, punctuate, pitch contour etc.  During feature 

extraction distinguished voice features are extracted by using feature 

extraction techniques. Now the extracted speech features are used by speaker 

recognition system to recognize individuals.Section 2 provides the detailed 

description about framework i.e. implementation of framework and 

discussion made about all the phases contained by framework. Section 3 is 

about creation of speaker model. Section 4 is about pattern matching, result 

and discussion made in section 5 and in last section discussion about 

conclusion & future work.  

 

2 Proposed Framework 
 

In this work author proposed a framework to develop speaker recognition 

system that is competent to improve system performance. There are many 

areas where speaker recognition technology is used but forensics is one of 

the most appropriate area. Many other applications such as remote access, 

voice based banking, banking by telephone, password reset by the telephone 

etc. 

Implementation is the process of defining a method, model, design, 

standard steps for doing something (that is how a specific system is build). It  
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also states the basic tasks those should be performed to happen something 

actually. The proposed framework for speaker recognition has some 

prescriptive steps in each of the individual stage. These steps are speech 

signal acquisition, feature extraction, speaker modeling, matching, decision 

phase and performance evaluation phase. Implementation of the framework 

is important to justify the usefulness and efficiency of the designed & 

developed framework. Implementation of designed framework involves 

developing a systematic and well planned method for recognizing a speaker  

through his/her voice by following the guidelines given by the proposed 

framework. 

Implementation of the first phase i.e. acquisition phase is done by 

acquiring speech signal of a particular speaker. After acquiring speech signal, 

speech sample is prepared. During sample preparation, speech signal are 

broken down in small speech frames and windows for extracting speech 

features. In the second level, prosodic speech features are educed from 

speech signal already acquired during creation of speech database. The 

reason behind implementation of this phase by extracting prosodic features is 

that these features enhance system performance [1-4].  

After feature extraction of a speech signal, speaker‟s models are created 

and stored. Modeling phase of the framework is implemented by creating 

Gaussian Mixture Model of the extracted speech features. During matching 

phase, the stored Models are compared with the voice models of the speaker 

in question.  Match score is calculated by using K-means algorithm for 

individual speaker. According to the match score, the decision is made 

whether the speaker is accepted or rejected. Lastly, system performance has 

been calculated by using Equal Error rate. 

Designed and developed framework for developing SRS is implemented 

in this study. It is divided into five phases namely speech signals acquisition, 

feature extraction, speaker modeling, matching and decision process. Each of 

the phases is reviewed and revised accordingly. In speech acquisition, speech 

signal is acquired for training and testing purpose. After acquiring speech 

signal features are extracted to create speaker models for training and testing. 

After creating models, matching is performed by testing speech signal and 

calculating match score. Achieved matching score used to take decision 

whether the speaker is accepted or rejected. The last phase includes the 

evaluation of system performance. 

Various automatic speaker recognition systems are developed in different 

input speech condition and by using different features extraction and 

modeling techniques. But the major limitations of their work are that many of 

them are tested for only specific language (e. g. native language). In almost 

all the approaches, voice is recorded in lab condition to find out clean speech 

which makes them less useful in real conditions as it is almost sure that the  
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testing data cannot be noise less in real life situations. In addition, various 

approaches have used many number of prosodic speech features to devise the 

recognition system which makes these system complex. 

The authors have tried to overcome all the limitations of the approaches 

discussed above. The framework for devising speaker recognition system is 

implemented using comparative less number of prosodic features; testing 

data is collected in normal conditions with background noise; the system can 

be easily used to identify Hindi (mother tongue) as well as English. 

Following is the step by step implementation of the proposed framework. 

Fig. 1 shows the phases involved in the designed and developed framework 

for SRS. 

 

2.1 Acquisition of Speech Signal 
 

During implementation, experiments have been carried out for speaker 

recognition. For experiment 57 speakers were involved (both male and 

female). The range of speaker‟s age lies between 22 to 45 years. Each 

speaker was given to read different content for 2 to 3 minutes. Speakers were 

allowed to speak in their own reading style. 

Reading material included articles from newspaper and books. Every 

speaker read the randomly selected articles in Hindi & English both. The 

voice has been recorded in a normal lab environment with a sampling 

frequency of 8000 using a mono channel. At the time of voice recording in 

the lab, electric equipment was switched on.  After recording of each 

speaker‟s voice, speech signal have been cut into smaller clips and then 

randomly four pieces have been selected out of those. These four pieces of 

speech signals are used for training and testing of speakers.  Then 

preprocessing is applied on the speech samples and speech features are 

extracted by using prosodic feature extraction techniques. After feature 

extraction, these features are used to create speaker models. Finally these 

models are stored in the database. The voice database recording conditions 

have been given in table-1 and description of the database has been given in 

table-2. 

 
Table 1: Recording of Voice and Device Specification 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S. No. Device 

No. 

Device Category Sampling 

Rate 

File Format 

1 Device 1 Head 

phone/microphone 

16 kHz .wav 

2 Device 3 Laptop inbuilt 

Microphone 

16 kHz .wav 

3 Device 4 Using MATLAB 

code 

16 kHz .wav 
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Table 2: Description of Developed Database 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
2.2 Extraction of Speech Features 
 

Feature extraction is an important factor of speaker recognition system 

and for feature extraction many methods are available to draw out specific 

speech features. For the purpose of analyzing a speech signal, it is converted 

into parametric values in the speech based recognition systems. Parametric 

values mean those values which have more discriminative and less variable 

speech features [3, 4]. During the implementation of this phase, prosodic 

features have been extracted. The following subsections are describing the 

extraction of prosodic features. 

 

2.2.1 Analysis of Prosodic Features 
 

Many researchers have investigated prosodic features of speech signal 

which are used to characterizing human behaviors over speaking expressions 

[5-7]. Prosodic features are rich in containing speech information about the 

speaker‟s gender, emotion, age, physical condition, attitude, intention etc. In 

this work authors used the prosodic features such as duration, intonation, 

pauses, loudness, rhythm and timbre [8]. A well- known name of prosodic 

speech features is supra-segmental speech features. The Prosodic features of 

speech e.g. rhythm, intonation patterns, syllable stress and speaking rate are 

the non-segmental characteristics of speech [9].  

 

 

 

 

Language Hindi, English 

Speakers 57 (19 Males and 38 Females) 

Speech Type Read Articles Paragraphs 

Recording 

Condition 

Lab, Microphone Relatively clean 

Handset Mismatch No 

Sampling Frequency 16 kHz  

Quantization 16 bit 

TrainingSpeech 

Duration 

Approximately 2 to 3 minutes  

EvaluationSpeech 

Duration 

In between 5-12  seconds 
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Speech features that define prosody are stated as prosodic features of 

speech [10]. Table-3 shows different types of speech features and their 

example. On the basis of length of  

 

the examined speech segment, prosodic features can be categorized into the 

following [11]: 

 High-level features – length of utterance, Long-time features. 

 Source features – Prosodic  speech features contained by a particular 

glottal time period; 

 Supra-segmental features of speech – Prosodic speech features spanning 

limited glottal time periods 

 

 
Table 3: Types of Speech Features and Examples 

 

Category of speech features Illustrations 

Spectral speech features LFCC, LPCC, MFCC  

Prosodic speech features Pitch and energy contours 

Dynamic speech features multivariate auto-regression (MAR), 

Feature fusion, 

Velocity or Acceleration features 

 

Supra-segmental features F0 contours 

Intensity contours 

Source speech features Glottal pulse form 

High level features High level features 

 
Prosodic features are commonly represented by pitch, energy and 

duration of syllables [12]. The information about speakers speaking manners 

is extracted from using such type of features. The most common prosodic 

features are formants, fundamental frequency and energy of a speech signal. 

Improving functioning of SRS a set of statistical constraints should be 

estimated based on the temporal parameters [11]. The authors proposed a 

feature extraction methodology in [13] and have made progresses to the 

calculation of accent and fundamental frequency (F0). 

 

2.2.2 Pitch and Fundamental Frequency 
 

Pitch contour is directly related to fundamental frequency (F0). It is the 

essential part of prosodic features of speech. In the proposed work, F0 is 

calculated from human utterance by using some statistics such as 

autocorrelation method or by Praat Software [14]. It was extracted randomly 

from 10ms to 30ms intervals or 30ms to 35ms intervals. The frequency range  
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was set differently for male and female; for male speakers range is 75Hz to 

400 Hz and for female speaker‟s frequency range is 100Hz to 600 Hz [2-3] 

[13] [15-16]. 

2.2.3 Speech and Emotion 
 

To represent emotional states voice is a strong and reliable indicator. The 

relationship between voice and emotion such as changes occur in articulation 

of sounds, breathing and phonation represent noticeable variations in the 

auditory parameters related to the speech production system. Various 

concepts have been established to find relation between emotion and speech 

characteristics. For example, sadness is expressed as low tone with slow 

speech rate and long silences; fear is expressed as tight tone tense; joy is 

expressed as sharp tone with acceleration in speech rate.  Speech is not only 

the medium to convey information and emotions but it also characterized by 

a particular communication style. Individuals have their communication style 

which changes over time and depends on mental status (happy, angry, 

rejecting/welcoming, friendly etc.) [8][17-18]. Table 4 represents the 

emotion on the basis of speaking style. 
 

Table- 4: Characterization of Prosodic Speech Features in reference to Emotions [8] 
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Figure 1 : Implementation Phases of the Proposed Framework for Development of 

Speaker Recognition System 
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2.2.4 Feature Description 
It is noticed that researchers are interested into make use of wide range 

of knowledge sources to educe speech features. These speech features are 

related to dialog and sentence or word boundaries. The advantage of direct 

modeling methodology is to in-between category of the prosody is not 

needed.  Using prosodic information several language processing task can be 

performed such as speaker recognition, breakdown phrase/sentence and 

tagging, dialog act division and tagging and disfluency detection etc. A 

prosody model is created on the basis of these features of speech and then is 

used to build an outcome detection system [19-21]. 

Prosodic features extraction differs from implementation methods. For 

example pitch tracking is performed by SRI‟s model. It is the piecewise 

linear stylization algorithm. Implementation of the same is done by Praat‟s 

software which is autocorrelation based. The proposed work, has taken 

numerous forms of slope revealing tasks so required prosodic speech features 

are educe from particular word preceding a boundary and each word 

following a boundary [20] [22]. Fig. 2 shows the procedure of educe of 

prosodic features of speech signal. Some selected prosodic features of speech 

are as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Steps to Extract Prosodic Features of speech 
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This information is also known as prosody. Generally, for recognition 

purpose acoustic features are used such as formant, pitch and intensity [3] 

[23-24]. In this study prosodic properties of speaker‟s voice are represented 

in 45 dimensional feature vectors. The derived features are listed in table 5. 

 
Table 5: Statistical Term used for Prosodic Features of Speech 

 

Feature Sets Statistical Term Number of Speech 

Features (44) 

Pitch of voice standard deviation , median, 

Mean, minimum, maximum  

5 

Energy Low, high, mean 3 

Jitter, Shimmer Jitter(local, absolute, rap), 

Shimmer(local, dB) 

5 

Formants Mean value (first, second third 

formant (e.g. F1, F2, F3) 

)Standard deviations (F1, F2 & 

F3)  

6 

Intensity of voice standard deviation, Mean, 

median, minimum, maximum  

5 

Harmonicity In 

voice 

Mean noise in respect to 

harmonic ratio, Mean 

autocorrelation. 

2 

Average(Long 

term)  

Amplitude of the first and 

second harmonic, Mean, 

minimum, maximum, skewness 

, slope, kurtosis  

18 

 

To extract these speech features MATLAB as well as Praat software 

have been used. To analyze pitch estimation autocorrelation process is used, 

with 12.5 ms time step, 60-350 Hz frequency interval. Burg algorithm is used 

for formant prediction with 10ms; 25ms time step window width and 5500 

Hz maximum formant frequency. We have implemented prosodic features 

extraction by MATLAB and Praat software [20] [25]. 
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2.3 Creation of Speaker Model 

 
To create speaker model Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used. 

GMM modeling technique is used for the development of speaker models. It 

was first introduced by Reynolds in 1992. Initially it was not popular but 

shortly it became more popular to develop a speaker recognition system.  The 

studies show that GMM is more suitable for speaker modeling in 

development of SRS. For statistical clustering of speech signal, GMM is 

more suitable modeling technique [26-27]. For every utterance we calculate  

likelihood of the Gaussian mixture model for each parameter. Using bayes 

rule likelihoods are altered into posterior probabilities [28].To create speaker 

models by using Prosodic speech features different types of segmental 

features of speech are used. For example pitch, energy, Jitter, Shimmer, log, 

spectral tilt and normalized time length etc.  The features were then modeled 

with Gaussian mixture model. This modeling was done for both i.e. training 

and testing. After that the created models were adapted from each speech 

parameter. „Maximum a posteriori‟ (MAP) methodology is frequently used 

for adaption in SRS. This approach is good because it permits regularization 

parameter and use significance factors that restraint the quantity of 

covariance, global means and weight etc. It should be adapted to data from 

each speech features parameter [29]. 

 

2.4 Pattern Matching 
 

This phase is held accountable for relating the predictable speech 

features with the stored speaker‟s voice models. In this phase, previously 

stored speaker model are matched with the claimed or new acquired speech 

signal. In case of open-set (SV & SI) estimated speech features are also 

compared with unknown speaker models. In case of verification, resultant is 

the similarity score between claimed identity and test sample [41-42]. While 

in case of identification, resultant is the similarity score for all the stored 

speaker models. Now, on the basis of similarity score (statistical or 

deterministic) decision has been made. Suppose that M is the number of 

stored speakers models and V is the test vector such as V = {v1…..vt}, 

extracted from the unknown speakers speech sample. To define match score 

s(V, M)  Mi specifying the similarity between V and Mi. Matching with 

speaker model be determined by the type of model, dissimilarity value, 

likelihood ratio etc. Now the enrolled speaker having best match is selected 

[30-33]. 
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3 Result and Discussion 
 
The aim of the proposed framework is to recognize whether a speaker 

who is claiming to be present is actually present or not. To 

makeacceptance/rejection decision, a threshold is set. If the resultant value is 

greater than or equal to set threshold value then the speaker is accepted by 

the SRS else rejected.  In this study likelihood is used for decision making. 

Generally likelihood-ratio assessment is used to take a result that claimed 

speaker is accepted or rejected [27] [30] [34].  

The research experiment is carried out in a voice training/testing 

database developed in lab condition. To perform experiment 57 speakers 

(male/female) and 1561 utterances is used. For training database every 

speaker‟s 2-3 minutes recording is available. During testing, speech segment 

length is between 30 second to 45 second.  In our system we use prosodic (44 

dimensional) features extracted from the created database and 32, 64, 128, 

512 Gaussians as speaker models between the 30-45 second training 

condition. To perform experiments extracted pitch, duration and energy 

related features form speech signal and break the speech signal into small 

voice segments. Legendre polynomial expansions are used to estimate pitch 

and energy contours for each segment of voice signal.  

EER for matched case is varying approximately 5-15% as reported in 

[34-35] [36-41]. The obtained result in this study the EER is 4.26 – 5.39 % is 

clearly better. The EER is represented for the testing conversation, and it is 

the statistically significant for the work. The outcomes clearly prove that the 

performance of SRS rate of features extracted using Prosodic ranging from 

95.74% to 94.61% i.e. increased. Obtained outcomes demonstrate that by 

using prosodic using the characteristics has the better recognition rate can be 

achieved. The recognition rate peaks at the 49th order of the prosodic for all 

Gaussian components. The findings are expected as prosodic alone is 

efficient when higher order coefficients are used as superfluous information 

or noise will be included in the modeling of the speaker model resulting in 

lower recognition rates. The results also show Prosodic to be more robust and 

accurate than MFCC. Results are represented in table 6 and figure 3 is its 

graphical representation. 
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Table 6: Calculated values for MFCC and Prosodic 

 

Training 

Language 

Testing Language Recognition 

Rate(%) MFCC 

Recognition 

Rate(%) Prosodic 

English English 89.70 95.74 

Hindi 86.50 94.61 

Hindi English 86.50 94.61 

Hindi 89.70 95.74 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3 Comparison Performance of Automatic Speaker Recognition System using 

Prosodic and MFCC 

 

 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 
 
Speaker Recognition System (SRS) is a way for recognizing an 

individual by his/her voice. The main application area of this is to controlling 

access privileges and forensic. To create a robust (against noise, channel 

mismatch or any other factor) speaker recognition system, the essential 

property of such type of system that the system is capable to deliver 

satisfactory performance with different functioning circumstances. Till date 

many advancement have been made in speaker recognition but still 

improvements required. The author‟s main contribution has to be 

implemented the framework proposed for creation of speaker recognition  
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system. It has also claimed that by choosing prosodic features for 

implementing the framework, system performance has been improved.  

A lot of work has been done but still improvement needed in this area. 

Since voice biometric technique used individual‟s behavioral & biological 

property. Hence in future we suppose to work on purification of speech 

signal, in addition to develop more robust SRS which capable to recognize 

speaker in any environment. 
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